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1 Q.  Yes, because the congregation have said to the Inquiry

2     in paragraph 5 of their replying statement at 2035 they

3     don't accept -- they accept they didn't handle

4     bedwetting very well, but they don't accept that

5     children were made clean their own sheets.  You did not

6     see that, but you remember that being the conversation

7     that you heard.

8 A.  Uh-huh.  Yes.

9 Q.  Then in paragraph 8 you describe the underwear

10     inspection that you were made -- this was on a Saturday.

11 A.  Uh-huh.

12 Q.  You would take your underwear off and you had to stand

13     naked in front of everyone and show your underwear front

14     and back.  Now as a result of the discussion we were

15     having today --

16 A.  Uh-huh.

17 Q.  -- you don't think you were naked.

18 A.  No.  I might have like a slip on.

19 Q.  Because one of the things -- and you mention this in

20     your police statement -- the nuns were very clear about

21     was modesty.

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  You didn't have -- for this to be right you would have

24     to have a group of girls with all not wearing underwear

25     in a hall --
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1     an adequate education for children.  Children were

2     classed according to their age rather than according to

3     their ability.

4 A.   I don't think that's true.  Age didn't -- right enough,

5     when we went to St. Monica's Secondary School, I was 11,

6     and I don't think my age came into it, because in

7     St. Monica's there was ,  and then it went up to ,

8     ,  and then up to the A stream, but we weren't -- we

9     weren't picked out.  "Oh, they are Nazareth House girls.

10      Throw them all in ", and that's where we stayed.

11 Q.  In paragraph 6 here you talk about the uniforms and you

12     say you think you had to change them twice a week.

13         "We had to show our knickers to the nuns for them to

14     inspect.  It was very embarrassing."

15         Were you ever -- was there ever any explanation

16     given to you, HIA223, as to why you had to show your

17     underwear?

18 A.  Nothing at all.  I think it was to -- for the nuns to

19     show they were in charge of us and we did what they

20     wanted us to do.  It doesn't matter how embarrassing it

21     was.

22 Q.  You say:

23         "You got bathed in Jeyes Fluid and the same water

24     was used for everybody, so that by the time it came to

25     the last few girls the water was freezing."
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1     weekends."

2 A.  Uh-huh.

3 Q.  "We did the washing for the entire convent, including

4     the old people's home."

5 A.  Uh-huh.

6 Q.  "If they were soiled, we had to stand over the sink

7     scrubbing them on washer boards before they went into

8     a big industrial machine" --

9 A.  Uh-huh.

10 Q.  -- "and then into the huge industrial pressers.

11     I remember I had to stand on a stool so that I could

12     reach the sink and use the washboards.  My fingers would

13     be raw from rubbing them on the boards and from the

14     carbolic soap."

15 A.  Uh-huh.

16 Q.  "There were two ladies in the laundry",

17          whom you name there.

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  I am just going to give the names as and .

20 A.  Uh-huh.

21 Q.  "They were quite elderly and I believe they may have

22     been brought up in the convent themselves.  One of them

23     had a stick, which she would hit us with if we weren't

24     doing the washing properly.  The other was a terrifying

25     lady, but that was all she knew.  She also worked in the

NHB 32
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1     you didn't need them.

2 A.  No, unfortunately.

3 Q.  So they were for --

4 A.  But I wanted to win the prize.  The whole thing, you

5     know, that I tried to point out to you earlier is that

6     everything was a competition.  Everything that we did

7     with each other was to see who was best from cleaning

8     the floors to singing, to whatever, to dancing --

9 Q.  Well, on the subject of chores --

10 A.  -- and we were encouraged as well.  Whatever we were

11     good at we were always encouraged.

12 Q.  The nuns encouraged you to be the best you could be at

13     whatever it was you wanted to do.

14 A.  Yes, yes.  I mean, I was allowed to take the record

15     player in.  I used to go into SR199's classroom on my

16     own and take the record player with the Irish dancing

17     tunes and I would have danced every day on my own.

18 Q.  In paragraph 15 of your statement you talk about chores

19     and there is a number of matters that aren't in the

20     statement that I just from our discussion earlier I want

21     you to explain to the Panel, because the Panel has heard

22     a lot of evidence about the extent of chores that were

23     required and the -- as I said to you, the Order have

24     said to the Inquiry again in your replying statement,

25     paragraph 7, 2039 -- they say yes, chores were engaged
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1     whatever it was that you were asked to do, but the floor

2     polishing itself was a Saturday and a Saturday only.

3     The, come Easter, it would have been -- because Easter

4     -- the Easter calendar within the church is one of the

5     most important times of the year.  So therefore before

6     Easter we would have been washing the walls down,

7     sometimes standing on top of chairs, sometimes using

8     mops with rags over them --

9 Q.  Yes.  Just --

10 A.  -- doing the walls.

11 Q.  -- you got ahead of me there.

12 A.  Sorry.

13 Q.  You're okay.  I was just about to say to you there was

14     a deep clean, as it were, which the kids helped out with

15     at Easter --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- which included the likes of cleaning down the walls

18     and so on.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  The point you made to me this was just on a grander

21     scale than you might get your own children to do.

22 A.  Absolutely.

23 Q.  The floors, you pointed out a number of them weren't the

24     parquet floors.  They were, in fact, marble floors.

25 A.  That's right.  All the hallways were marble.
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1 Q.  They were dealt with --

2 A.  With a mop and maybe a scrubbing brush as in a deck

3     scrub with a handle, but we didn't have to get down on

4     our hands and knees and do that, no.  We usually used

5     a mop.  If there had been a stain or something, you

6     would have got it out.  Don't forget the school

7     basically went through the large hallway.  So there

8     might have been chewing gum, things like that there.  So

9     you would have got a knife and scraped it or tried to

10     scrub it with a scrubbing brush by hand, but in general

11     we didn't have to get down and mop the marble stone

12     floors, no.

13 Q.  So you didn't see the cleaning role you were asked to

14     perform as a punishment?

15 A.  Not at all.

16 Q.  You saw it as that's what has to be done to keep the

17     place in good shape?

18 A.  It obviously helped me for later life, as I feel it is

19     important for my own children to take a role in their

20     house to help them, that when they get married or

21     whatever, they'll be able to keep house.  It teaches you

22     cleanliness or whatever.  So -- and when we polished the

23     floors, it was a game.  It was an absolute game.

24     Someone polished the floors.  It was a big thing to see

25     who was going to -- we all lined up.  A square room.  We
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1 A.  I don't remember how that came about.

2 Q.  But in any event you did speak to the police and you

3     were one of the seven individuals who made statements

4     relating to SR31.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  If we just look, please, at 60311, this is the statement

7     that you made at the time.  I know you have had a chance

8     to have a read over this today --

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  -- HIA175.  You say you have no good memories.  You

11     recall SR31 in charge of the unit that you were in.  She

12     beat you on a number of occasions, once for dancing to

13     Top of the Pops.

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  She beat you with keys that hung by her side.

16         "I ran away from the home once and was taken back by

17     the police.  They found me in a doorway."

18         You then talk about the bed wetting connected to

19      and having to wash your brother --

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  -- on occasion, because he was stinking.  If we just

22     move through, please, to the next page, and how if you

23     hadn't done the floor cleaning properly, then you were

24     beat with the keys.

25 A.  Yes.

HIA 368
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1         You say:

2         "Bathtime took place twice a week",

3          and you were talking about this earlier with me and

4     you were saying that there would be one child in the

5     bath, one waiting to go in and one getting dried --

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  -- and that was how it operated.  Is that right?

8 A.  Yes.  Christine, what happened, the first one went into

9     the bath.  We sat down.  The next -- no.  The first one

10     went in.  She was washing her feet at the side of the

11     bath.  Then she moved up to the bath, sat in the bath

12     and the bath was full of water.  The water was freezing

13     anyway and Jeyes fluid stung you right around you

14     (gesturing).  They didn't care.  I don't know who put

15     the Jeyes fluid in, but the Jeyes fluid was in the bath

16     when we went into the bathroom, and then the girl who

17     was finishing with her bath, she had to get out and

18     stand in the corner and dry herself.  She dried her...

19     -- she must have dried herself with the soaking towel

20     that everybody else used.

21 Q.  There was another child waiting to get into the bath

22     after her.  Is that right?

23 A.  Once they moved up, the other child moved in, sat at the

24     -- sat on the edge of the bath and scrubbed her leg and

25     waited till the other girl who was in the bath to get
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1 Q.  You remember SR134 putting a sheet over a girl's head

2     who'd wet the bed.

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  She had to kneel with the sheet over her body.  You say:

5 "She said, 'Yes, you can smell that for the rest of

6     the night'",

7 and she was left there, which to you seemed like

8     hours.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  You don't remember her name.

11 A.  I don't remember her name, but I wanted to include this

12     in my statement hoping that I could give some credence

13     or credibility or validation to somebody else's

14     statement, because it wasn't me, but I wanted to say

15     that I had witnessed that.  I don't remember the girl's

16     name, but if someone has made a statement, I witnessed

17     that, that it was something that did go on.

18 Q.  You mention that there were alarms used --

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  -- on the bed.  I think they were an early, quite

21     advanced for its time --

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  -- attempt to medically deal with the problem.  Do you

24     remember how many there were in your group of these

25     devices on the bed?
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1 A.  There was a lot.  There was a lot of them, yes.  I think

2     they replaced the brown mackintosh things they used to

3     put on beds, and then these alarms were introduced, but

4     there was a lot of alarms I seem to remember, yes.

5 Q.  The Order has said to the Inquiry that while they accept

6     they didn't deal appropriately with bedwetting -- this

7     is in paragraph 10 of their replying statement --

8 A.  Uh-huh.

9 Q.  -- they don't accept that a Sister would have put a wet

10     sheet over someone in this way.  That's your

11     recollection of what -- what occurred?

12 A.  It very, very definitely occurred, because it's a memory

13     that haunts me.  It didn't happen to me, but it was the

14     shivering, because the sheet was over her head, and it

15     was the shivering of this person really, really got to

16     me, because I couldn't help her.  I couldn't do anything

17     for her, but she was shaking, and she was shaking

18     because she was cold.  That's in my head now.

19 Q.  You explain in the last two lines of paragraph 15 the

20     stigma that bedwetting carried and you refer to someone

21     who wet the bed being called a "Fish".  Then there were

22     some who soiled the bed and they were called "Messy

23     Bum".

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  I was asking you and you were explaining to me those
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1 Q.  You mentioned bedwetting and I am going to deal with

2     bedwetting.  In paragraph 6 at 836 you explain

3     bedwetting and give two examples of what appears to be

4     medical treatment to try and deal with the problem.

5     I mentioned to you -- maybe it's a problem of

6     recollection of me, but I think this is the first time

7     that someone has mentioned being given medicine for --

8     to try and deal with bed wetting, and you remember being

9     lined up --

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  -- those who wet the bed --

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  -- to receive --

14 A.  Wet the bed medicine.

15 Q.  -- this medicine.

16 A.  It was called "wet the bed medicine".

17 Q.  That's how it was known to you?

18 A.  That was the terminology used by all the children.  You

19     know, "Do you get wet the bed medicine?"

20 Q.  You mention -- I will not bring it up -- you mention in

21     your police statement -- I will just give the Panel the

22     reference, 61455 -- that it was purple coloured.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  I was saying to you it brought Calpol to my mind.

25 A.  Yes.
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1     doctor for something".  That was it and this was

2     recommended.  I do remember the younger little one.  She

3     was about maybe seven.  I do remember giving her that at

4     night and she was delighted, because she knew what it

5     was for and she took it without any hesitation, yes.

6 Q.  Can you just explain to the Panel how you dealt with the

7     children who had a bedwetting problem and how you dealt

8     with the practicalities --

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  -- of their bedwetting problem?

11 A.  Yes.  Well, those children who wet the bed with their

12     third sister -- there was one family, but the third

13     little girl, the older one, didn't wet her bed.  So they

14     were sleeping in the room next to me.  I deliberately

15     put them there so I could get them up first in the

16     morning, because I knew they would wet the bed quite

17     frequently in the beginning, so that their sheets could

18     be taken down to the bathroom and put in a container

19     there, and then they could get washed and get bathed or

20     whatever they did, you know, before coming up and

21     getting dressed, and the laundry would have been done

22     during the day by the girl who helped and their beds

23     would have been made up.  You know, sometimes they would

24     help to make it up as well, but there was no punishment

25     whatsoever.  It was really a concern as to why --
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1     were always complaining about money.  So why would they

2     hire a private doctor, but they make the point, in fact,

3     they didn't.

4 A.  Uh-huh.

5 Q.  You talk about checking other girls' hair for head lice.

6     You say you used to like that, because it broke the

7     monotony and gave you something to do.

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  You say the nuns never exposed themselves to risk in any

10     way.  By that I take it that the nuns did not examine

11     the girls' hair for head lice.

12 A.  No.  They didn't treat -- they would have known we had

13     head lice, but they never physically treated any of the

14     children.  They didn't expose themselves to any

15     possibility of -- well, the nits thing I would overrule,

16     because they had a habit.  You know, you didn't see

17     their hair, but the other thing was even if -- I have

18     got it here -- an outbreak of measles, we all had to

19     look after each other.  So they wouldn't have exposed

20     themselves to any risk.

21 Q.  You say you do remember SR116 being nice to you when you

22     were sick.  You think that was just after she arrived in

23     the home, and she bought you some food and would check

24     on you.  You say she put Vicks on you, because you had

25     -- you were prone to chest infections and you had a bad
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1 Q.  That fact of only getting a clean pair of underwear each

2     week --

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  -- might explain -- regardless of the appropriateness of

5     how it was done -- might explain the checking to see was

6     the underwear okay each day.

7 A.  Um.

8 Q.  You found the experience of how that was done

9     humiliating.

10 A.  Yes.  So would you if you were sitting in a circle and

11     you had to turn your knickers inside out for someone

12     else to look at.  It is degrading.  Whether it was done

13     for one reason or another, it was done.

14 Q.  You made the point to me arising out of that discussion

15     this morning that there was a similar experience with

16     sanitary towels --

17 A.  That's right.

18 Q.  -- or it wasn't a sanitary towel.  It was a --

19 A.  They used to make them.  That's what I asked you, "When

20     did sanitary towels come into being?", if you like.  We

21     used to make them with a piece of material of several

22     layers.  They obviously made some and sewed them in the

23     sewing room with two loops on them.  When you used

24     those, you put them into a special box.  They were taken

25     down to the laundry and washed.  Your name was on them
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1     and you got them back again.  That's what you used, but

2     then maybe -- I don't understand why.  I didn't know

3     about sanitary towels until much later, because

4     I started very early.  I started at 9 years old, which

5     was very young.

6 Q.  I was asking you whether you had been -- whether there

7     had been any discussion with you to explain the changes

8     that were going to happen.

9 A.  No, nothing at all.  We didn't know what had happened to

10     us.  It was frightening to know you were bleeding and

11     you didn't know why.

12 Q.  In paragraph 14, HIA95, you talk about the bedwetting --

13 A.  Uh-huh.

14 Q.  -- and the wet beds, as they were known to you.  You

15     explain that SR134 made those who wet the bed walk with

16     the wet sheets round them to the bathroom.

17 A.  Uh-huh.  That's true.  She'd make -- you would have to

18     pull them off, because I was the one that used to get

19     them up in the middle of the night.  You'd sleep under

20     her cell window, your bed.  You'd have to get up and get

21     what they called the wet beds up.  When they wet the bed

22     in the morning, their sheets were -- they had to carry

23     them.  That is how they carried them down to the room

24     after that.  Then they would go to the laundry.

25 Q.  The Sisters have said to the Inquiry they did not deal
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1 Q.  That fact of only getting a clean pair of underwear each

2     week --

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  -- might explain -- regardless of the appropriateness of

5     how it was done -- might explain the checking to see was

6     the underwear okay each day.

7 A.  Um.

8 Q.  You found the experience of how that was done

9     humiliating.

10 A.  Yes.  So would you if you were sitting in a circle and

11     you had to turn your knickers inside out for someone

12     else to look at.  It is degrading.  Whether it was done

13     for one reason or another, it was done.

14 Q.  You made the point to me arising out of that discussion

15     this morning that there was a similar experience with

16     sanitary towels --

17 A.  That's right.

18 Q.  -- or it wasn't a sanitary towel.  It was a --

19 A.  They used to make them.  That's what I asked you, "When

20     did sanitary towels come into being?", if you like.  We

21     used to make them with a piece of material of several

22     layers.  They obviously made some and sewed them in the

23     sewing room with two loops on them.  When you used

24     those, you put them into a special box.  They were taken

25     down to the laundry and washed.  Your name was on them
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1     and you got them back again.  That's what you used, but

2     then maybe -- I don't understand why.  I didn't know

3     about sanitary towels until much later, because

4     I started very early.  I started at 9 years old, which

5     was very young.

6 Q.  I was asking you whether you had been -- whether there

7     had been any discussion with you to explain the changes

8     that were going to happen.

9 A.  No, nothing at all.  We didn't know what had happened to

10     us.  It was frightening to know you were bleeding and

11     you didn't know why.

12 Q.  In paragraph 14, HIA95, you talk about the bedwetting --

13 A.  Uh-huh.

14 Q.  -- and the wet beds, as they were known to you.  You

15     explain that SR134 made those who wet the bed walk with

16     the wet sheets round them to the bathroom.

17 A.  Uh-huh.  That's true.  She'd make -- you would have to

18     pull them off, because I was the one that used to get

19     them up in the middle of the night.  You'd sleep under

20     her cell window, your bed.  You'd have to get up and get

21     what they called the wet beds up.  When they wet the bed

22     in the morning, their sheets were -- they had to carry

23     them.  That is how they carried them down to the room

24     after that.  Then they would go to the laundry.

25 Q.  The Sisters have said to the Inquiry they did not deal
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1     say you were number 10 and your sister was number 9.

2     You say that was particularly humiliating around puberty

3     time.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  At paragraph 17 here you talk about when you did have

6     your period and having to go upstairs and asking the

7     nun, and you name the nun there as SR116, whom you would

8     have had to go and ask for a sanitary towel.  You said:

9         "You had to wait for a quiet, convenient time to ask

10     and she would count how many you had used.  She would

11     note when she last gave you one and refuse if it had

12     been that morning, even if you did need one."

13         You describe the effect that that had.  You were too

14     afraid to ask for more sanitary towels.  You said you

15     never had any privacy in the home.

16         I was asking if you had any preparation for the

17     onset of puberty in the home.  You were saying that in

18     Sister -- you were in SR116's group.  Isn't that right?

19 A.  Yes, yes.

20 Q.  She did do something.

21 A.  She did.  She had a little book called "My Dear

22     Daughter" or something, and she would have taken some of

23     us individually into her cell, as they called it, where

24     she slept, and she did go through it.  Now it was very

25     much from a religious, holy attitude, but you did have
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1     an understanding of it.

2         Outside of that it would have been in school and it

3     was very much part of your biology, science teaching.

4 Q.  But certainly SR116 in her group did try to give some

5     instruction --

6 A.  She did.  She did, yes.

7 Q.  -- to the girls about what was happening?

8 A.  Uh-huh.

9 Q.  You go on to say about the lack of privacy here and say

10     you all had to change in -- when you changed clothes, it

11     was in one room.  SR31 would stand on a bench watching

12     you changing in and out of your uniforms.  You think you

13     were 11 to 15 -- 11 and a half to 15.

14 A.  Up to then, yes.

15 Q.  You also talk about a doctor coming to the home you say

16     once a week or fortnight.  You thought his name was

17       He also would examine all the new children

18     who came into the home.

19 A.  Yes, that's right.

20 Q.  You thought he was a privately contracted daughter --

21     doctor.  Sorry.  The Congregation would say he was

22     actually the local NHS doctor and he was not private,

23     but certainly that was the impression you had?

24 A.  Yes, it is.

25 Q.  I mean, you make the point that you thought that they
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1     whatever reason in those early days, nobody seems to

2     know why it was done.  It was done, but certainly we

3     don't -- certainly don't think it was done to humiliate

4     children.  As I say, why it was done nobody seems to

5     know.  Just custom and practice or something.  I really

6     don't know.

7         Sex education, as you know, even my own mother, she

8     wouldn't even talk about sex, an old Irish woman, and,

9     you know, it was a taboo subject.  If you think in

10     relation to the church and their view of women -- and

11     I hope I don't start a row here -- but anyway women had

12     to go into church before they could go back to the

13     sacraments and everything after they had a baby.  So

14     there was a suppression here of women and sex and the

15     whole idea of sex and sex education.

16         In those days, yes, Sisters would be very shy to

17     talk about sex, because it wasn't really understood in

18     the purity that it's meant to be.  It was shunned as

19     a bad thing.  So in latter years then it would have been

20     the key workers that spoke to the children or they were

21     given "My Dear Daughter" books and things like that,

22     yes.

23         As for Sisters in the nursing wing, we were very --

24     especially in days gone by, you just minded your own

25     unit, and there was a great -- I won't say secret --
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1 A.  Yes.  Uh-huh.

2 Q.  But that was true of the early days, the '60s, as well

3     as later on?

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  You say the form of dress changed over the years.

6 A.  It did.  It became -- well, actually, to be honest with

7     you, I think at one stage we were dressed in gingham,

8     wee check dresses which they wear to primary school now.

9     We wore them.  I would have wore one of them as a child,

10     but then in the '70s they didn't have to wear them.  We

11     weren't -- the younger ones weren't all dressed the

12     same, if that makes sense, yes.

13 Q.  So then, as I say -- there were thirty -- initially

14     thirty children in your group, in St. Anne's group.

15 A.  Yes.

16 Q.  You don't remember ever being called by a number.  The

17     congregation have said, HIA250, that numbers were used

18     for laundry, for handing girls back their little gingham

19     dress or whatever.  Do you remember that, sort of

20     a number being used in that way?

21 A.  I really don't, no.

22 Q.  You do remember, though, having your own handmade cloth

23     toiletry bag with your name written on it in a pen

24     marker, which you still have.

25 A.  Which I have with me, yes, indeed.
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1 A.  It would be SR112.

2 Q.  SR112?

3 A.  Uh-huh.

4 Q.  Thanks very much, HIA439.

5 MR LANE:  I'd just like to make sure I've understood things

6     properly about the way you dealt with the children who

7     wet the bed.  Are you saying you only dried the sheets;

8     you didn't wash them at all?

9 A.  No, we dried them out and put them back on their beds

10     again.

11 Q.  Right.  So how often would sheets be changed normally?

12 A.  I wouldn't know that --

13 Q.  No.  Right.

14 A.  -- how often they changed.

15 Q.  You mentioned about using numbers and not names.

16 A.  Oh, yes.  You were called by number.

17 Q.  Was that all the time that you were called by number?

18 A.  No, all the time.  142 I was called.

19 Q.  So what were -- that would be, what, when you got clean

20     clothes or what --

21 A.  Your number was on your clothes.

22 Q.  Uh-huh.

23 A.  You have everything in your number.

24 Q.  If the nuns wanted to speak to you, would they call out

25     your number or call out your name?
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1 A.  Call out, "142, come up here, please".

2 Q.  Right.  Okay.  Thank you very much.

3 A.  All right.

4 CHAIRMAN:  Well, HIA439, you'll be pleased I'm sure to hear

5     those are the last questions we want to ask you.  Thank

6     you very much indeed for coming to speak to us today.

7 A.  You're welcome.

8 Q.  Thank you.

9 A.  Thank you.

10                      (Witness withdrew)

11 MR AIKEN:  Chairman, Members of the Panel, Ms Smith will be

12     taking the next witness.  Perhaps if we take a short

13     break for that to be readied.

14 CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Very well.  Thank you.

15 (11.10 am)

16                        (Short break)

17 (11.20 am)

18                    WITNESS SR46 (called)

19 MS SMITH:  Morning, Chairman, Panel Members.  The next

20     witness today is "SR46".  That's SR46.  She wishes to

21     take the religious oath and she also wishes to maintain

22     the anonymity afforded by the Inquiry.

23                     WITNESS SR46 (sworn)

24 CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much, Sister.  Please sit down.

25
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1     I was put up to the top kitchen, and the first time

2     I went up to the kitchen I couldn't believe what was

3     going through the wee square shelf.  All the food that

4     was going in for the nuns, I couldn't believe it, and

5     there was the kids starving, including myself.

6     I couldn't believe what the nuns were eating.  I just

7     couldn't believe it.

8 Q.  What kind of things were they eating that you weren't

9     eating?

10 A.  Oh, they were eating lovely bread.  No, potatoes.  We

11     got potatoes.  They were eating lovely meat.  They were

12     eating big pots of lovely mashed potatoes, lovely

13     vegetables, trifles.  I didn't even though what a trifle

14     was or cake.  When I went up to the kitchen, I thought,

15     "Jeez, what's all this?" and the nuns were getting all

16     this and we were barely getting anything.  We were

17     starving, Christine.  I don't care.

18 Q.  The congregation have said that they tried to do their

19     best to provide food for the children in their care and

20     that they regret that any child ever went hungry.

21 A.  Well, why didn't they think of that?

22 Q.  Paragraph 8 here, coming back to your statement, HIA223,

23     you say that:

24         "You spent a lot of time in the garden when the nuns

25     wanted rid of us.  We were freezing.  We had climbing
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1     frames to play on.  When children came in who weren't in

2     the home from birth, they would teach us new games.  So

3     we were able to make our own fun and we had good times."

4 A.  Well, we -- Christine, we had brilliant times with all

5     the children.  The girls that weren't in the home when

6     they were -- they came in about 10 or 11, they taught us

7     games that really kept us happy.  They were our best

8     friends.  They were friends with us and we were friends.

9     We learnt so many games with the new girls coming in.

10     We loved it.  That's what kept us happy.

11 Q.  You say:

12         "We all supported each other."

13 A.  Oh, yes.

14 Q.  "We were all innocent.  We just made our own fun",

15          but you say:

16         "The nuns didn't like to see us make friends and

17     they couldn't handle it and they tried to split us up."

18 A.  That's right.

19 Q.  You go on in paragraph 9 here to say that you had one

20     particular friend, whom you name there, and I am just

21     going to give her first name, which is 

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  You said that SR31 didn't like the fact that you made

24     friends with this child.  You say:

25         "Her family weren't that well off, but we didn't

NHB 
52
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1     know about things like that at that stage."

2         You say:

3         "SR31 noticed I had become good friends with her and

4     on one occasion whilst we were getting ready for bed

5     SR31 told me to stand outside her cell."

6         You didn't know what she meant.  So she came back,

7     pulled you from your bed and made you wait outside the

8     storeroom.  She then brought you into the storeroom,

9     where she slapped you and told you she wanted you to

10     stay away from  and she slapped you a couple of

11     times.

12 A.  Yes.

13 Q.  You said  was your friend and you didn't know why

14     SR31 wanted you to stay away from her.  The next day you

15     went to school together as normal and that night you

16     were again pulled out of your bed and slapped and

17     reminded not to go near , but you took no heed of

18     SR31 and you were beaten for a third night.  You were

19     told that you needn't go to school the next day and you

20     believe this was because your hands were black and blue,

21     but you wanted to get out, so you went to school anyway.

22     You think the nun who was then in charge of St. Monica's

23     knew that there was something wrong with you, and you

24     were late into school, and instead of making you stand

25     at the front of the assembly hall, as was normal when

NHB 
52

NHB 
52

NHB 
52
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1     particular floor in the house.

2 A.  That's right.

3 Q.  There were two other groups at the same time as you.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  SR31 or  was in charge of another group --

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  -- and SR199 --

8 A.  Uh-huh.

9 Q.  -- was in charge of the third group.

10 A.  That's right.

11 Q.  The way the building was set up was you had a dining

12     area where your group of children would eat --

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  -- and they didn't any longer eat with the other

15     children.

16 A.  That's right.

17 Q.  Your recollection is that you ate the same food as your

18     children that you were responsible for were eating --

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  -- and that you regarded the food in the home as of good

21     quality --

22 A.  I did, yes.

23 Q.  -- and that there was plenty of food to eat.

24 A.  There was, yes.

25 Q.  At the time that you were in Nazareth House you've got

SR31
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1     different ages or whatever, over silly things, over

2     things that are important, and we were -- we were like

3     any other family except a very large family.  We fought

4     the bit out.  So -- you know, the housemother would have

5     tried to stop any -- I don't remember the housemother,

6     NL143, ever lifting her hand to anyone.  In fact, NL143,

7     because I knew her from the Lodge, she would have taken

8     me out at weekends.  When things went pear-shaped with

9     the , I also was taken out by different families.

10     Hers was one of them.

11 Q.  Yes.  In paragraph 12 of your statement you talk about

12     the positive recollections you have of the food in the

13     home.

14 A.  Yes, absolutely.

15 Q.  The point you make is about the bread and the jam and

16     the vinegar, salt and pepper and then at a later stage

17     sauce being on the table.

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  You describe in the last sentence how an arrangement at

20     some stage was arrived at with Marks & Spencer's where

21     they would allow the nuns to have the food that was --

22     that they weren't going to sell anymore, but it was

23     still good to eat.

24 A.  Yes, absolutely.  I still look for that food today.

25 Q.  Yes.  You remember chocolate eclairs, crisps and
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1     yogurts.  So the food quality was high, because this

2     Marks & Spencer's facility was there.  There was no set

3     pattern as to what you got.  It was just whatever

4     happened to be coming.

5 A.  With regards to the extras, the Marks & Spencer's was

6     the extras as in the yogurt, the chocolate eclairs,

7     crisps.  They always had -- you know, it wasn't even

8     the small bag of crisps.  It was the large bag of crisps

9     we would have got each.  There was always fruit

10     available.

11         The food itself was cooked not just by one of the

12     nuns in charge of the kitchen but also it was ex-girls

13     who were employed then at that stage.  So there's no way

14     that they were sending us down rubbish.

15 Q.  In paragraph 13 you describe generally events and

16     activities that you got the opportunity to do.  You talk

17     about Irish dancing.  In fact, you --

18 A.  I was a champion at it, yes.

19 Q.  -- you were a champion at the Irish dancing.  You also

20     talk about the violin and accordion classes and taking

21     part in the choir.

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  You entertained the old people.

24 A.  There was also elocution lessons as well.

25 Q.  You make the point that you didn't get on those, because
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1     a pantomime.  They were marched in and the nuns marched

2     up and down watching the children.  They daren't as much

3     as sneeze."

4         HIA55 says one Christmas Day she was given a boys'

5     game called Smugglers.  Her sister HIA27, HIA27, which

6     is the youngest that I previously summarised, was given

7     a black doll with one eye and an apple and an orange,

8     and her sister  was given a bag.  They were

9     overjoyed that they had actually got a present, but the

10     day after Christmas Day the nuns took the toys off them

11     and they never saw them again.

12         The purpose for drawing that to the Panel's

13     attention is this would appear to suggest that at

14     certain times or at least Christmas the siblings were

15     together in that it is clear to HIA55 what her siblings

16     had received by way of a gift, albeit she says it was

17     taken off them at a later stage.

18         If we look, please, at the next page of the

19     interview at 61473, if you just scroll down a little

20     further, please, she is describing how they were all put

21     in separate dormitories and not allowed any physical

22     contact with each other at all.  Then she says this:

23         "She would see her sisters when they were let

24     outside into the yards."

25         So that's different from what was said to the
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1 Q.  "They would make us squeeze our knuckles into a fist and

2     then they would hit us on our knuckles with the side of

3     the ruler."

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  You recall all of those three nuns whom you have named

6     before --

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  -- doing that to you at one stage or another.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  Now the congregation have said a couple of things, and

11     I should have said that they also said that you didn't

12     have to go to mass every day, that you would have been

13     encouraged to go to daily mass during Lent, but mass

14     wasn't a daily event.

15 A.  I didn't actually say we went to mass every day.

16     I think I was referring that we went to mass on a rota

17     basis, but I know we would go to Benediction and Rosary

18     in the afternoon maybe about 4 o'clock before our

19     supper.  I mean, this is only what I remember, but

20     I didn't say mass every day, but it seemed to be the

21     church was like the centre in our lives.

22 Q.  Well, the other thing that they have said about the

23     school is that they tried to provide an adequate

24     education.  They are disappointed that you believe the

25     nuns were not interested in your education and they do
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1 A.  Uh-huh.

2 Q.  You say you seemed to spend your primary education

3     drawing, knitting or sitting in silence.

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  Now we were talking about this.  I wondered if, you

6     know, there was -- did girls move between classrooms?

7     Did they move from SR134's classroom to somebody else's?

8 A.  Oh, no, no.  Once you were in SR134's class you were in

9     it, but other girls moved from -- there was four

10     classrooms I think.  There was two lay teachers and SR31

11     and SR116.  They moved from class to class as they got

12     a bit older, but once we were in SR134's class, that was

13     it.

14 Q.  She has -- I will come back to what she has said when

15     she was interviewed by police --

16 A.  Uh-huh.

17 Q.  -- back in the mid-'90s --

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  -- but she did say that she had what she described as

20     the backward class, the class for backward children.

21     That is consistent with what you are saying about it

22     being the --

23 A.  Yes, yes, yes.

24 Q.  -- ESN class, as it used to be known.

25 A.  You know, Christine, we did know it was for the backward
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1     children, because children are cruel.  Children used to

2     slag us off about, "Oh, you are in the backward class,

3      class", and you knew it.

4 Q.  You say that -- I mean, you have since gone on and

5     achieved in your life and achieved qualifications in

6     your life, HIA20, but when we were talking earlier, the

7     reason that you sort of feel so badly about this is you

8     felt this was a label that was attached to you.

9 A.  Yes, yes.

10 Q.  It was something that you feel affected you badly over

11     the years.

12 A.  I think it has had a very bad effect on me

13     psychologically and emotionally.  To be labelled as

14     a bedwetter, to be labelled as a typical orphan with no

15     visitors and now to be labelled as ESN is pretty hard to

16     take on board.

17 Q.  Well, the Congregation would say and have said in their

18     response statement that they did their best to ensure

19     there was a proper education of children.  They pointed

20     out that the responsibility for education was not just

21     theirs, that the Department of Education and the Council

22     of Catholic Maintained Schools were responsible for

23     educating children.  They do not accept that they failed

24     in respect of your education.  In paragraph 12 of their

25     response statement they say that they learned that the

SR 134
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1     records for children with educational difficulties were

2     destroyed once the child reached 20 -- sorry -- 23 or

3     26.  You yourself did try to obtain your records.  Isn't

4     that right?

5 A.  Yes, I did.  I wrote to the -- the school that I was

6     sent to was  in   It is since

7     demolished.  It was demolished in the '90s.  It was

8     a big boarding school for children all over Northern

9     Ireland with special needs.  I wish I had boarded at it.

10     Anyway that was demolished.  It was run by I think it

11     was the Convent of Mercy Order.  I contacted them.

12     I contacted the Education Board.  Anybody I could

13     I contacted them.  I couldn't get any records.

14 Q.  You do talk about when girls reached secondary school,

15     they went to St. Monica's, but you had been ill --

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  -- and you missed the first few weeks of the term in

18     St Monica's.

19 A.  Yes.  Uh-huh.

20 Q.  Then when you did go, you were only there for a short

21     time --

22 A.  Very short.

23 Q.  -- before you were actually moved to 

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  You talk about this in paragraph 18 of your statement,
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1     if we can just scroll on down, please.  You remember how

2     you were actually sent.  You say you were taken into the

3     sewing room by SR122, given a different uniform to the

4     one you had been wearing, and that's how you learned you

5     were going to a different school.  When you came out of

6     the room, you saw four other girls in that uniform.

7 A.  Uh-huh.

8 Q.  Then you were sent to   You were taken there

9     every day by bus.  You remember sitting, looking out

10     over Belfast Lough, thinking to yourself, "If they are

11     not going to educate me, I am not going to go into

12     a world of my own -- I am going to go into a world of my

13     own".  I beg your pardon.  You left without

14     qualifications --

15 A.  Uh-huh.

16 Q.  -- but you have kept in touch with teachers from that

17     school.

18 A.  Yes, yes.

19 Q.  One of them told you that the Mother Superior of the

20     convent --

21 A.  Uh-huh.

22 Q.  -- had contacted you (sic) and said that you were

23     extremely backward and would not do well in life, but to

24     see what they could do with you --

25 A.  Uh-huh.
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1 A.  Uh-huh.

2 Q.  You feel that having labelled you as an educationally

3     subnormal person, the nuns should have had more care --

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  -- over what happened to you afterwards.

6 A.  Yes.  Well, can I please add to that?  The lady that

7     I went to that I think was mentally unstable had already

8     had five girls with her, who had all left her, and yet

9     I was sent to her as somebody that was ESN to this lady,

10     who was just not right.  I thought that was unfair.

11         When I was in the factory and the solicitor came to

12     tell me I had a mother, two total strangers -- the

13     manager was a total stranger, didn't know anything about

14     me -- he had to bring me into the room.  There was

15     a solicitor there.  She said, "I am here to tell you

16     about your mother".  I said, "I don't have a mother",

17     because my nun had said as a child, "Don't be silly.

18     You don't have a mummy".  So I took that on board, and

19     there was this lady.  So that was partly part of the

20     reason of the mental breakdown.

21 Q.  Well, you go on, as I say, to go on about the rest of

22     your time.  If we look at paragraph 39, please, here you

23     say that the experiences of your childhood made you feel

24     worthless.

25 A.  Uh-huh.
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1 Q.  "Having no parents, attending a special school, wetting

2     the bed, having an alarm placed on your bed and being

3     told you were going to be sent to a mental institution

4     for breaking the handle of a mop.  I have so many

5     questions about how these nuns were allowed to bring us

6     up.  What did they know about the physical, emotional

7     and educational well-being of children?  What training

8     did they have to work with children?  We were all crying

9     out for affection and I felt that all I received in

10     return was punishment for the sin of my mother.  I do

11     not feel that we had done anything to deserve that kind

12     of existence.  I cannot forget about my childhood as it

13     has shaped who I am and the memories will stay with me

14     forever."

15         You go on in paragraph 40 to say that not all nuns

16     should be tarred with the same brush and you did meet

17     some good nuns.

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  I was wondering if you can remember any of the names of

20     any of them?

21 A.  There was a SR190 in the kitchen, because I was often

22     sent to the kitchen to peel the potatoes and wash the

23     big pots and pans or whatever -- not alone; other girls.

24     She was quite nice.  SR122 was harmless, the one that

25     called you "girly".  She was harmless.  It was very
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1     educationally subnormal.

2 A.  Yes.  That's right.

3 Q.  Is that your memory, that those children went into her

4     class?

5 A.  Uh-huh.

6 Q.  "The idea of writing a book sounds very interesting and

7     will pose no problem for you, HIA37.  Your English was

8     always excellent, followed by a very good second in

9     drama.

10         I receive letters from girls all over the world and

11     it is good to hear how well they are doing despite

12     unfortunate family circumstances (outside their control)

13     which led to their admission to Nazareth House.

14         My main concern, HIA37, was that you should map out

15     a worthwhile career for yourself and do well in life.

16     You had all the potential to do just that.

17         When I think of you, HIA37, I remember our search

18     for accommodation for you.  Eventually it was suggested

19     that you should share with 25-year-olds.  To my

20     amusement you weren't having any of it.  You weren't

21     living with old women.

22         It was good to hear from you, HIA37.  Once again my

23     sincere sorry for any pain I have caused.

24         Yours sincerely.

25         SR31."
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1 A.  There was one 25-year-old who came on a Monday to

2     Friday.  I think she lived away in  or

3     something like that there and went home at weekends.

4     After that -- ironically I am older than this woman --

5     the next youngest would have been 56.  So ...

6 Q.  That's whenever you left the home and went to this

7     accommodation?

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  We will come back to that in due course, but if I can

10     just look then at 30152, and again this is a thank you

11     note.  It is undated.  So it is unclear as to when it

12     would have been written, HIA37:

13         "Thank you, HIA37, for your little note.  I can

14     hardly believe that your daughter is preparing for a

15     final reading in October.  That was my dream for you,

16     HIA37, and with the minimum of effort you would have

17     read your way through Queen's.  Now it is your

18     daughter's turn and I know her name will emerge with

19     flying colours.  It is always so good to know that

20     families of past pupils are doing well.  Which course is

21     ? taking?  There are ..."

22         We need to go now to page 30148 to get the remainder

23     of that note:

24         "... so many new developments in education --

25     whether for better or otherwise only time will tell.
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1 A.  Probably our behaviour, you know, because we didn't know

2     how to interact with the outside world.  Do you know

3     what I mean?  We did.  We stuck out like sore thumbs.

4     They could tell even by how we were dressed and things

5     like that, you know.

6 Q.  You, in fact, got -- as you described it to me earlier,

7     you were a bit of a rebel and you got into trouble in

8     school.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  The nuns in the home would beat you.  Were there nuns

11     in -- who cared for you in the home who were also

12     teachers in the school or was that just in the primary

13     school?

14 A.  That was just the primary school.

15 Q.  You, in fact, got expelled from St. Monica's when you

16     were about 13 for throwing a snowball at the house of

17     the headmistress.

18 A.  Correct.

19 Q.  You got told you were the worst girl in the school and

20     you were given a hiding by SR116 when you got back to

21     the home for being expelled.

22 A.  Uh-huh.

23 Q.  You say that you normally were given beatings in a room

24     upstairs, but you once remember getting a bad beating in

25     a room downstairs beside the dining room from SR116, who
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hospital because she was so ill.  That was the last time I saw .  I knew she was in hospital for 

four weeks before she died, but during this time I was not allowed to see her by my parents and 
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Shepherd, but looking back now I feel that I was robbed of my childhood and left with deep 

feelings of insecurity and for a long time, self loathing.  I still live with irrational thoughts of 

myself and can't help but wonder why these things ever happened to me.    This experience in 

my life has had a deep impact on my mental health and I take medication for depression.  At no 

time has anybody ever acknowledged what I went through, nor has anyone taken responsibility 

for not protecting me as a vulnerable child. 
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1     criticising him.  I am saying you would understand the

2     nun, if they saw a man coming over the wall, might be

3     concerned about that, but that's the only thing that

4     they did in connection with your dad that you felt made

5     your dad unwelcome?

6 A.  Uh-huh.

7 Q.  They didn't stop you going out to stay with him?

8 A.  No.

9 Q.  No.  You mention that, if we just move -- yes.  We can

10     see it now.  You mention being asked for an envelope and

11     money.  That was when you came back after staying with

12     him for the weekend.

13 A.  Uh-huh.

14 Q.  Am I right in saying -- I think you mention this in your

15     police statement -- that he would have given you

16     an envelope to give to the nuns --

17 A.  Uh-huh.  Yes.

18 Q.  -- and you would have done that.

19 A.  Yes.

20 Q.  Did he ever tell you why he was doing that?

21 A.  It was just to help with our keep, you know --

22 Q.  Because presumably if he'd made --

23 A.  -- because he was working at the time.

24 Q.  If he had made this arrangement for you to stay there --

25 A.  Uh-huh.
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1     like that in the thing and they'd be taken away except

2     for one year when we were allowed to actually take the

3     dolls with us, but we weren't allowed to keep them for

4     very long.  So, you know, eventually they were taken off

5     us as well.  So ...

6 Q.  The nuns have said in their response statement that they

7     don't -- none of the nuns can remember this tea chest

8     coming.  Now that may be because the nuns who were there

9     when you were there either are no longer with us or are

10     so ill that they can't remember that, but they would

11     have said the toys and presents were tidied up but they

12     were never taken maliciously from children.

13 A.  No, they were.  They were.  There was always a better

14     cause than us.  We weren't allowed to have them, but we

15     were allowed to see them, because my older sister would

16     have to copy a letter down saying, "Thank you for ..."

17     the things that we saw and then we'd be told to go, and

18     that was -- that was worse than not getting a present at

19     all really, because we would see everything my mother

20     put in there, but we weren't allowed to have any of it,

21     because we weren't valued as people to have them.

22 Q.  You talk -- you make no mention in your Inquiry

23     statement about your father, but in your book you devote

24     a chapter to a visit by him.

25 A.  Uh-huh.
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1 Q.  -- discussion with these people?

2 A.  Yes, and various discussions with people in country

3     towns and villages.

4 Q.  You give a particular item in paragraph 13 of your

5     statement at 712 that your dad gave you that you

6     remember being taken away that you found very difficult

7     and that was a yellow jumper with a teddy bear on it --

8     if we just scroll down a bit further -- thank you --

9     that was taken off you and you never saw it again.

10 A.  Uh-huh.

11 Q.  Was any explanation given to you as to why it was being

12     taken away?

13 A.  No, no.  I think it was in a side locker at one stage,

14     you know.  Maybe -- that memory goes that I think it was

15     actually just taken off me and I remember maybe the next

16     day it disappearing and I tried -- I know I cried a lot

17     looking for it and I never seen it again, though, and

18     also photographs were taken, photographs of my family,

19     my brothers and sisters.

20 Q.  That's another item that you mentioned to me when we

21     were speaking earlier --

22 A.  Yes.

23 Q.  -- that you had photographs of your family --

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  -- and those -- do you remember who took those away?
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1 A.  They did.  They were in my possession one minute and

2     I know my father had given me them, you know, just as

3     a keepsake and then they are just taken off you.  So ...

4 Q.  Was that a nun did that?

5 A.  Oh, that would be the nuns, yes, absolutely.

6 Q.  The Sisters have said to the Inquiry that -- and this is

7     in paragraph 9 of the replying statement, 2098 -- that

8     they don't accept that toys were and items were

9     confiscated from children, and I assume they will

10     suggest to us that they didn't take children's items and

11     then sell them at jamborees or anywhere else, but your

12     experience was that things were taken from you --

13 A.  Absolutely.

14 Q.  -- and you didn't get them back.

15 A.  Absolutely.  Sure, they took them at Christmas time.

16     You got something maybe at Christmas and they all

17     disappeared that night.  That's something maybe was in

18     your locker there, just like the jumper or your

19     photographs, and they were away in the middle --

20     spirited off in the middle of the night, Christmas.

21 Q.  Those are particular memories you have of them doing

22     this activity.

23 A.  Absolutely.

24 Q.  Was it ever explained to you -- perhaps there was some

25     reason for it, but was it ever explained to you what
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1     that reason was?

2 A.  No, nothing was explained to you, because nobody ever

3     spoke to you.  The only time we got spoken to was spoken

4     down to, shouted at.  Nobody wanted to talk to us.  You

5     know, you were told not to -- keep your mouth shut and

6     don't each speak.  You know, I'm lucky I'm talking now.

7     You know what I mean?  I don't know how we've got on in

8     life, but it took me to educate myself to be able to

9     speak now, and it's only recently I've been speaking up

10     for myself, because I had a life then that I didn't

11     speak at all to people.  I isolated myself when I got

12     out there.  Then I was told I spoke gibberish, you know.

13     So there you go.  Sorry.

14 Q.  It's all right.  In paragraph 11 of your statement at

15     712 you speak of an occasion whenever your dad would

16     come to visit you and there was then a gap in his

17     visits.  On one occasion SR31 deliberately wouldn't let

18     him visit you.  How did you come to know that?

19 A.  Well, she used to, as I said earlier, deliberately taunt

20     me, and I could see her even laughing through the vail

21     or that white thing on her head and chin, and that's all

22     I can see, them laughing eyes, you know, deliberately

23     not letting you out and -- you know, and then other ones

24     in the playground would have said, "Your father's

25     ..." -- he would have tried to put sweets over the wall
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